In this document we estimate credit and GDP cycles for three Latin-American economies and study their relation in the time and frequency domains. Cycles are estimated in order to analyze their medium and shortterm frequencies. We find that short-term cycles are usually more volatile than medium-term cycles for credit and GDP in Chile, Colombia and Peru. We also find that credit-cycle peaks in the middle 1990s and middle 2000s precede notable GDP recessions 2 or 3 years later in these countries. Additionally, credit cycles in Latin-American economies tend to cause later movements in economic activity. This effect can be decomposed into two components: first, a negative effect in the case of business-cycle frequencies, and a positive effect in the case of medium-term GDP fluctuations. JEL Classification: E32; E44; C32
Introduction
The real business cycle has been widely studied in macroeconomics (see, for instance, Kydland and Prescott, 1982; Lucas, 1987; King, Plosser and Rebelo, 1988; Rotemberg and Woodford, 1991; Christiano and Eichenbaum, 1995) . The recent international financial crisis has motivated increasing attention on the behavior of financial indicators and the identification of financial cycles. This new focus is important according to recent literature that has pointed out the shortcomings of real business cycle (RBC) models since they exclude financial variables. This new trend calls also for studying the interdependence between financial and real business cycles (Goodhart and Hofmann, 2008; and, Drehmann, Borio and Tsatsaronis, 2012 ; among others).
Studies in this strand have focused on developed economies. An import exception is Claessens, Kose and Terrones (2012) , who study the interaction between the short-run financial and real business cycles in a group of 44 countries, among which some emerging economies are included.
In this study, we identify macroeconomic and credit cycles for three emerging, commodityproducing economies using data for the last three decades. We estimate short and mediumterm credit and GDP cycles and measure their degree of interdependence.
Therefore, the contributions of this document to macroeconomic cycles' literature are twofolded. First, we focus on three Latin American countries, namely Chile, Colombia and Peru. Studying cycles in these economies is of major interest because of the unique features that characterize them. Trade reforms and financial liberalization processes were implemented in these economies during the late 1980s and early 1990s. These processes led to greater economic integration with the rest of the world, and therefore to greater vulnerability to international shocks. While other emerging countries undertook similar structural reforms at the same time, our set of countries has the important characteristic of being commodity producers and, therefore, being subject to commodity price volatilities.
Recent studies have shown that commodity price shocks have a significant impact on output and investment dynamics in commodity-producing economies. There is also evidence that the impact of those shocks on investment is asymmetric, being larger for economies with under-developed financial markets, (Céspedes and Velasco, 2012) . Second, while most existing studies deal only with short-term cycles, in this paper we characterize both short-run and medium-run cycles for our set of countries. Drehmann, Borio and Tsatsaronis (DBT) do a similar exercise but only for developed economies, with particular emphasis on the United States. Our work allows making a comparison with their results. Interesting lessons can be derived from this comparison, as some of our results diverge importantly from theirs.
DBT find that, in developed economies, the medium-term cycles of financial indicators are more volatile than the corresponding short-run cycles. Furthermore, the peaks of financial cycles are identified as good predictors of financial crises. Finally, these authors show that GDP recessions become more severe if they coincide with a decreasing phase of the credit cycle.
This study finds that, in contrast to DBT, financial and GDP cycles in Chile, Colombia and Peru are usually more volatile at short-term than at medium-term horizons. The only exception is in the case of the credit cycle in Colombia. In line with DBT, we identify peaks in medium-term financial cycles in all three countries both during the mid-1990s and during the mid-2000s, a few quarters before important downturns of economic activity.
An additional methodological improvement in this study is that we use frequency-domain statistics in order to analyze cyclical movements in financial and economic activity indicators and their interdependence.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief review of related literature. In Section 3 we describe the methodology employed for identifying and characterizing short-run and medium-run cycles. Section 4 briefly describes the data used for our empirical analysis. In Section 5, we present our results for Chile, Colombia and Peru. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.
Literature Review
The recent international financial crisis has renewed academic interest for studying the interdependence between financial and real variables along cycles. A strand of this literature has centered in the dynamic interactions among financial variables, real activity, monetary aggregates and asset prices. For instance, Goodhart and Hoffman (2008) Some recent papers study the interaction between real and financial cycles. Aikman et al (2011) , construct a model of the banking industry where credit cycles emerge as a consequence of coordination failure among banks. These authors estimate medium-term cycles both for GDP and credit for 12 countries using Schularick and Taylor's (2012) database. They find evidence favoring the existence of financial cycles and their predictive power of banking crises. Additionally, these cycles are found to be different from the business cycle in frequency and amplitude. Claessens et al (2012) measure the interdependence between business and financial cycles on short-term frequencies for a list of 44 countries over 50 years. They report evidence on strong statistical liaisons between these cycles, for instance, recessions appear to be deeper when they coincide with troughs in financial variables such as asset prices. DBT find similar evidence using fewer developed countries, but separating the cycles in their short and medium-term components. They also find that the medium-term cycle is more volatile than the short-term cycle.
Statistical Methodology
With the purpose of comparing the relation between output and financial cycles in the three emerging economies we use statistical methodologies which study both the time domain and the frequency domain. In the time domain, the analysis relies on traditional cross correlation analyses. Thus, the co-movement between cycles is measured through the correlation coefficients among leads and lag of the original cycles, (see for instance Comin and Gertler, 2006) . Statistical methods for studying the time domain are commonly used for the study of economic time series; see for instance, Hamilton (1994) . Therefore, in the remainder of this section we focus in describing the methods used for frequency domain analysis.
The frequency domain approach is implemented by proceeding into three stages. First, we estimate the spectral function for each variable. This estimation allows comparing the shape of the spectral density with the "typical shape" identified by Granger (1966) . Second, we use the Direct Filter Approach to extract short and medium-term cycles through Fourier analysis. Finally, we estimate the co-movement between cycles by using the cross spectral density function and its related measures of coherence.
This methodology is conducted on the entire frequency range from 0 to . This approach allows estimating the proportion of the total variance determined by each periodic component, using spectral analysis. Therefore, we capture the components of credit and output by decomposing the original series and using approximation methods based on trigonometric functions at each frequency.
The traditional econometric methods of signal extraction are based on smoothing filters (Christiano and Fitzgerald, 2003) and modeling-based procedures. However, the components of the time series give rise to spectral structures that fall within well-defined frequency bands that are isolated from each other by spectral dead spaces (Pollock 2000) .
Thus, the frequency domain offers a better way of implementing signal extraction methods, and filters are used to separate the components of a time series.
One of the tools in the frequency domain is the spectrum of the time series which is the Fourier transformation of its autocovariance function · and is given by the following symmetric function:
Where is the frequency in radians in the range , . The standardized function, known as spectral density, is obtained by normalizing using 0 . A cycle is defined as one complete period of a sine or cosine function over a time interval of length 2 .
It is important to note that the spectrum and the covariances are equivalent. However, some features of the time series, such as its serial correlation, are easier to grasp with the autocovariances, while others, such as unobserved components, are easier to analyze in the spectrum.
Values of near zero correspond to long-term cycles, while values of near correspond to short-term cycles. Following DBT, we consider as medium-term cycles those corresponding to frequencies 0.785, 0.196 , and short-term cycles those corresponding to 0.196, 1.25 . In the time domain, these intervals correspond to cycles between 32 and 80 quarters for the medium-term case and cycles between 5 and 32 quarters for the short-term case.
The peaks observed in the spectrum indicate those periodicities which contribute the most to the variability of the series. Additionally, confidence intervals for the spectrum can be obtained from the fact that follows a distribution with degrees of freedom where √ , and stands for the sample size.
The Direct Filter Approach (DFA) emphasizes on filter errors rather than on the one-step ahead forecasting error. Furthermore, the DFA uses an algorithm based on an optimization criterion which consists of minimizing the mean square error of the filter.
Given a stochastic process , the real time signal extraction is concerned with the estimation of and such that is minimized. Where is the result of applying a symmetric filter to the original series , and the result of an assymetric filter.
The result of this minimization is the following transfer function which can be used as a filter. One particular application which we use in this document is the filter proposed by Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003) .
Where b determines the width of the pass band and b determines the width of the stop band (Wildi, 2008) .
The cross-spectral correlation function measures the correlation between two series indexed by the frequency. The square of the value of this correlation function at every frequency is defined as coherence. This statistic is the analogous of the square of the correlation coefficient and takes values in the interval 0,1 . A value of coherence near one indicates that the two series are highly correlated at the given frequency. A value near zero describes that at this frequency the series are almost independent.
In order to test for causality between GDP and Credit cycles in the frequency domain, we use measures proposed in the framework by Geweke (1982) and Hosoya (1991) and adopted by Breitung and Candelon (2006) in a VAR system setup.
Let , be a two dimensional vector of time series observed for 1,2, , which represents the total cycle of these two variables. Thus, the VAR representation of this system can be written in the following way:
And the MA representation of the system is the following:
Where,
And G is the lower matrix of Cholesky decomposition.
Using this representation, the spectral density of , for example, can be expressed as:
From which, According to Breitung and Candelon (2006) , the measure of causality is defined in the following way:
This causality measure is zero if Ψ 0, which means that CREDIT does no cause GDP at frequency . The causality from GDP to CREDIT is built using a similar approach.
Data Description
We use quarterly credit and GDP data for Chile, Colombia and Peru. Data were collected for the longest available period for each country. In the case of Chile, the data comprise the period 1986Q1-2012Q2. For Colombia, we use data from 1978Q1 through 2012Q2. And for Peru, available data span the period 1994Q1-2012Q2. All information was obtained from central banks. All data are reported at constant prices using the consumer price index of the respective country.
Empirical Results for Chile, Colombia and Peru

Characterizing short and medium-term cycles
It is usual to identify the business cycle using macroeconomic data with cycles of less than eight years. In this work, following Drehmann, Borio and Tsatsaronis, (DBT), we focus on two different cyclical patterns. On the one hand, we estimate short-term cycles with duration between 5 and 32 quarters. On the other hand, we estimate medium-term cycles lasting between 32 and 80 quarters.
For all three countries we are able to identify the existence of both short and medium-term cycles for GDP and credit. We use the Band-Pass filter of Christiano and Fitzgerald (2003) to isolate the component of each series that corresponds to the chosen frequency interval. Table 1 presents volatility indicators of short and medium-term cycles for GDP and credit.
The short-term cycle is more volatile than the medium-term cycle except for the credit cycle in Colombia. Thus, for these variables short-term cycles are more important in shaping the behavior of the series than longer term cycles. These results contrast those of DBT for whom the medium-term cycle is more volatile for all variables and countries in the sample. Hence, for GDP and credit in these three countries, short-term cycles appear to be more important than longer term cycles on average. Table 1 also shows that in Colombia and Chile, credit volatility is higher than GDP volatility both in short and medium-term cycles. On the contrary, in Peru GDP cycles appear to be more volatile than credit cycles. In a way similar to DBT, we find that the ratio of medium to short-term volatility is higher for credit than for GDP for all three countries. Table 2 presents the estimated duration of the average short and medium-term cycles for GDP and credit. Regarding the total duration, credit cycles last on average longer than GDP cycles both for short and medium-term cycles for all countries except for the case of Peru in the medium-term. This result is similar to the one in DBT for the US. We also find that the longest durations correspond to Colombia for the credit cycle and to Peru for the GDP cycle.
Contractions are found to be longer than expansions in the case of short-term cycles in both variables for all countries except for GDP in Peru. In contrast, medium-term expansions seem to be longer than contractions for both variables in Chile and Peru while for Colombia contractions are longer in both variables. In contrast, DBT find that GDP and credit expansions are usually longer than contractions for both short and medium-run cycles in the US. Table 3 describes the average amplitude of expansions and contractions for GDP and credit.
An interesting feature is that expansions and contractions appear to be larger for credit than for GDP for all three countries both at medium and short terms. This stylized fact is also reported by DBT using US data. It is interesting to note that the amplitude of most cycles in Peru is larger than the corresponding cycles in both Colombia and Chile. Following DBT, we compare the medium-term financial cycle with the short-term GDP cycle in each country. This exercise allows examining whether peaks in the financial cycle are associated with severe recessions a few quarters later during the decreasing phase of these cycles. We also perform analyses using methods that work on the frequency domain of the series. Figure 6 shows the results of computing coherence statistics between credit and GDP for all three countries. If coherence takes a value near 1 at some frequency, it means that there is a high correlation between GDP and credit cycles near this particular frequency. Results in Figure 6 shows that credit and GDP cycles appear to have greater correlation at mediumterm frequencies in Chile and short-term frequencies in Peru. In the case of Colombia, this analysis shows that coherence between credit and GDP cycles is much lower than for the other two countries. The results for Chile indicate causality in both directions for frequencies associated with short, medium and long -term cycles. In the case of Colombia, causality shows stronger from credit to GDP in almost all frequencies. Particularly, there appears to be no causality from GDP to credit in the long-run. Finally, in the case of Peru, causality runs only from credit to GDP at all frequencies.
According to these results, there is evidence supporting the hypothesis that credit cycles influence GDP cycles in all three countries. In concrete, the credit cycle Granger-causes the business cycle at different frequencies. Although with this test it is not possible to identify the sign of this causality, the results of Figure 5 indicates that these correlations are positive in the medium term, showing that peaks in the credit cycle cause later peaks in the business cycle. Meanwhile, Figure 4 indicates that these correlations are negative in the short run.
Overall, our findings illustrate that GDP and credit cycles are not perfectly synchronized.
An interesting policy implication for monetary policy is that it is difficult to target both financial and real variables using just one instrument. Moreover, these results show that credit should not be ignored when the objective is to stabilize the economy, as credit cycles excerpt important influence over the business cycle.
Another implication of these findings is that business cycles can be smoothed if credit cycles are smoothed. One possibility is the implementation of macroprudential policies oriented towards reducing the amplitude of the credit cycle.
Conclusions
In this document we estimate credit and GDP cycles for three Latin-American economies using Christiano and Fitzgerald's Band-Pass Filter, and study the interrelation between these cycles in the time and frequency domains. Cycles are estimated in order to analyze separately medium and short-term frequencies. While short-term frequencies correspond to traditional business cycle computations, medium-term frequencies are chosen following DBT in order to include fluctuations related to the leverage cycle of modern economies.
Opposite to the findings of DBT for developed economies, in this document we find that short-term cycles are usually more volatile than medium-term cycles for credit and GDP in Chile, Colombia and Peru. However, in line with DBT, the average duration of cycles is found to be longer in medium than for short-term cycles in all variables and countries.
DBT shows that peaks in medium-term cycles are seemingly associated with later financial crisis. In this document, we find an analogous result since credit-cycle peaks in the middle 1990s and middle 2000s precede notable GDP recessions 2 or 3 years later in all three countries. This result is confirmed by analyzing the cross-correlations between short-term cycles of GDP and lagged credit cycles which are usually negative.
We go further DBT's approach by employing statistical methods which focus on the frequency domain. An advantage of these methods is that they do not need any previous assumption on the particular frequency to look at in the data. Our results for all three countries show that it is important to study the high correlation between lagged credit and contemporaneous GDP at medium term frequencies. This relationship is confirmed by Granger causality tests.
Summing up, this document finds that credit cycles in Latin-American economies tend to cause later movements in economic activity. This effect can be decomposed in two; first, a
